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Visual Perception for Humanoid Robots: Environmental Recognition and Localization, from Sensor Signals to Reliable 6D Poses (Cognitive Systems Monographs (38))Springer, 2018

	This book provides an overview of model-based environmental visual perception for humanoid robots. The visual perception of a humanoid robot creates a bidirectional bridge connecting sensor signals with internal representations of environmental objects. The objective of such perception systems is to answer two fundamental...
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Python 2.6 Graphics CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Python 2.6 Graphics Cookbook is a collection of straightforward recipes and illustrative screenshots for creating and animating graphic objects using the Python language. This book makes the process of developing graphics interesting and entertaining by working in a graphic workspace, without the burden of mastering complicated language...
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Real Life Applications of Soft ComputingCRC Press, 2010

	Soft computing has been a major field of development in the previous couple of decades. The field attracts the attention of a large number of people. The highly multidisciplinary nature of the field further results in a large number of students studying soft computing. The various developments in application areas of soft computing in the...
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Coding Projects in PythonDK Children, 2017

	Using fun graphics and easy-to-follow instructions, this straightforward, this visual guide shows young learners how to build their own computer projects using Python, an easy yet powerful free programming language available for download.


	Perfect for kids ages 10 and over who are ready to take a second step after Scratch, Coding...
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Real World Health Care Data Analysis: Causal Methods and Implementation Using SAS®: Causal Methods and Implementation Using SAS®SAS Institute, 2019

	Discover best practices for real world data research with SAS code and examples
	
		Real world health care data is common and growing in use with sources such as observational studies, patient registries, electronic medical record databases, insurance healthcare claims databases, as well as data from pragmatic trials. This data...
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Design of Observational Studies (Springer Series in Statistics)Springer, 2009
An observational study is an empiric investigation of effects caused by treatments when randomized experimentation is unethical or infeasible. Observational studies are common in most fields that study the effects of treatments on people, including medicine, economics, epidemiology, education, psychology, political science and sociology. The...
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The Modern C# Challenge: Become an expert C# programmer by solving interesting programming problemsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn advanced C# concepts and techniques such as building caches, cryptography, and parallel programming by solving interesting programming challenges

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain useful insights on advanced C# programming topics and APIs
	
			Use locking and cached values to solve...
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Software Testing using Visual Studio 2012Packt Publishing, 2013

	Testing is one of the main phases in the software development lifecycle. Managing the test scenarios, test cases, defects, and linking each one of these is bit of a challenge without using any tools. For frequently changing businesses, it is essential to address testing requirements by matching the pace of the business. This can only be...
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Linux Application Development (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2004
"The first edition of this book has always been kept within arm's reach of my desk due to the wonderful explanations of all areas of the Linux userspace API. This second edition greatly overshadows the first one, and will replace it."
      --Greg Kroah-Hartman, Linux kernel programmer

Develop Software that...
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Professional Content Management Systems: Handling Digital Media AssetsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"For  anyone working in this industry, the book is worth having as a long-term reference." (Computing Reviews.com, September 15, 2005)
    "…the most complete work in this area…I recommend this book to students, engineers, and managers involved or interested in the handling and management of multimedia...
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Electronics - Circuits and SystemsRoutledge, 2011

	This cutting-edge textbook with coverage matching the electronics units of many vocational engineering courses is organized with a logical learning progression, making it ideal for a wide range of electronics courses. The approach is student-centred and includes numerous examples and activities, web research topics, self test features,...
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Bash Quick Start Guide: Get up and running with shell scripting with BashPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to write shell script effectively with Bash, to quickly and easily write powerful scripts to manage processes, automate tasks, and to redirect and filter program input and output in useful and novel ways. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Demystify the Bash command line
	
			Write shell...
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